Canadian Virtual Gurus Expand Their Service Area To Include
The Entire United States
Canadian Virtual Gurus has established an extraordinary reputation north of the
border, and is now able to assist US businesses to achieve more, through specialist
remote delegation.
Canadian Virtual Gurus has established an extraordinary reputation north of the border, and is now
able to assist US businesses to achieve more, through specialist remote delegation.Edmonton,
Canada - March 16, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Virtual assistants are becoming more and more
common throughout the world, as offices become less necessary for productive working. Virtual
assistants can also provide specialist assistance in many administrative and online capacities,
meaning businesses need only pay these specialists for the time they need, rather than keeping
them on retainer. Canadian Virtual Gurus is a popular provider of these services, and has helped
Canadian small businesses punch above their weight for years. They are now extending their
services to help small businesses in the US.
The US is a huge potential market for Canadian Virtual Gurus, and they have made their full suite of
services available, including virtual assistance, virtual receptionist services, administration and team
assistance, social media management and web development services, including design, updates,
contents and plugins.
These services are broken down in full on the website. These services are perfect for independent
consultants, small start-up companies, and established businesses alike. Thanks to their virtual
nature, US clients can benefit as readily from these services as Canadians. Canadian Virtual Gurus
has headhunted and recruited highly experienced consultants to handle this increase in market size.
A spokesperson for Canadian Virtual Gurus explained, "We are excited to be able to expand our
services into the US for the first time. The US is home to some of the most exciting ideas and
entrepreneurs in the world, but these ideas need support and nurturing to succeed. Virtual
assistance allows for truly flexible working, giving people exactly the support they need, when they
need it. This gives businesses the opportunity to grow in the ways they need to. Our new hires allow
us to be flexible and scalable enough to handle the uptake from the world's largest economy, and
we look forward to doing so."
About Canadian Virtual Gurus: Canadian Virtual Gurus is a virtual assistant service company,
offering a full range of administrative, receptionist, social media and web development services on
request. Their Gurus have amassed years of industry experience and specialize in serving the North
American market. With a top-notch team and unique project management platform, clients can feel
confident delegating work and knowing that it will get done accurately and on-time.
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